
Furnipart Collection

Spot On with 
Aluminium

Aluminium is making a splash this season with its sleek colour tones and flawlessly smooth texture. 

And Furnipart is right on trend with these beautiful handles finished in matt! Presenting… the Spot 

On Aluminium collection from Furnipart

True to its name, the Light handle 
from Furnipart sits light as a feather 
on the wood its affixed on. The flat 
front of pure aluminium lends the 
handle a look both modern and 
minimalistic, while the rounded 
edges soften its silhouett

Seemingly asymmetrical from 
certain angles is the Snella handle 
from Furnipart. Smart against the 
black of the cabinet, Snella stands 
smug and proud, showing off her 
curves

The short ends of the Rock spread 
out like wings reaching for the wood, 
creating an aerodynamic shape that 
complements the rounded edges to 
create an altogether sleek silhouette 
brought together beautifully by the 
aluminium

The curves of the dolphin’s body 
are replicated in the shade of 
aluminium, a colour that’s once 
again reminiscent of the graceful 
marine mammal. The light plays with 
the flowing lines to render the piece 
ash to light grey in places

The Doppia handle comes with a 
flat surface, distinctive and wide, 
on both edges, giving it an ultra-
modern look in combination with 
the matte grey of the aluminium.The 
handgrip too follows the flat tone set 
by the edges

Short and crisp, with a body that’s 
thick-set and means business, the 
Tangerine handle from Furnipart 
with its gentle slopes and aluminium 
body spells class and sophistication

Choosing one can be hard! 

Bear in mind  the style you’re adopting and the mood you 
want to create when opting for one of these beauties
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www.aarenintpro.com


